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of the prisoners who face the back wall and see only shadows cast
by the 6rc. Plato don not actually say that the artist is in a state of
nltasUl, but he de-arly impli~ it, and indeed his whole criticism of
art extends and illuminates the conception of the shadow-bound
consciousness.

- r shaU look tim at Plato's view of art, and later at his theory of
beauty. His view of art is most fully expounded in Books [II and x
of the R~.,blic. The poets mislead us by portraying the gods as
undignified and immoral. We must not let Aeschylus or Homer tell
us that a god caused Niobe's sufferings, or dlat Achilles, whose
mother af'tcr all was a goddess, dragged Hector's body behind his
chariot or slaughtered the Trojan captives beside the funeral pyre of
Parroclus. Neither should we be led ro picture the gods as laughing.
Poets, and also writers of children "s seories, should help us to
respect religion, to admire good people, and to see that crime don
not pay. Music and the theatre should encourage stoical calmness,
not boisterous uncontrolled emotion. We are infected by playing or
enjoying a bad role. Art can do cumulative psychological harm in
thi.! way. Simple harmonious design, in architecture Or in furniture,
the products of wholesome cra1tsmanship enjoyed from childhood
onward, can do us good by promoting harmony in our minds; bur
art is always bad for us in so far as it is mimetic or imiearive. Take
the case of the painter painting th~ bed. God creates the original
Form or Idea of bed. (This is a picturesque argument: Plato
nowhere else suggests that God makes the Forms, which are
eeernal.) The carpenter makes the bed we sleep upon. The painter
copies this bed from one point of view. He is thus at three removes
from r~lity. He docs not understand the bcd, he docs not mcasur~
it. he could not make it. He evad~ the conflict between th~
apparent and the real which stirs th~ mind roward philosophy. An
naively or wilfully accepts appurances instead of questioning them.
Similarly a writer who portrays :II doctor does not possess a doctor's
skill but simply 'imitates doctors' talk'. Nevertheless, br:cause of the
charm of their worle such people arc wrongly taken for authoriti~,
and simple folie believe them. Surely any serious man would rather
produce real things, such as beds or political activity, than unreal
things which an mere reflections of reality. An or imitation may be
dismissed as 'play', but when artists imitate what is bad they art
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addins to du: sum of badness in the world; and it is easier to copy a
bad man than a good man. because the bad man is various and
entertaining and extreme, while the good man is quiet and always
the same. Artists a~ inrerested in what is base and complex, not in
what is simpJe and good. They induce the bettu part of thc soul to
'~Iax its guard'. Thus images of wiclccdness and exass may 'cad
even good people to indulge secretly through an kclinp which chey
would be ashamed to ~tertain in ccallik. We enjoy auel jokes and
bad taste in the theatre, then behave boorishly at home. Art both
expresses and gratifies the lowest part of the soul, and kcds and
enlivens base emotions which ought to be left to wither.

The krocity of the attadc: is startliog. thou~
urbanely utrered. One, can scarcely reprd it as "Il2tve'. Nor is it
surely (as Bosanquet sU88es~ in A History of Aesthdic, Chapn:r
nr') ineended as an ironic ,.~dMctioad ahs.,,.J,m, ("if rhis is aU art
is, it's a failure'); though the deli~ration is sometimes almost
glteful. Of course the Greeks lacked what Bosanquer calls the
"distinctively aesmetic standpoint', as presumably everyone did with
appatalt impunity until 1750, and this being so, their attitude COart
tended to be rather more moralistic thao formalistic, and this is also
true of Aristotle. Tolstoy exaBgerares only slighdy when he says (in
What Is Art"), 'the Grceb (just like everybody else always and
everywhere) simply considered art (like everydUn, else) ,000 omy
when it served goodness'. Socrates offers it as obvious (R~blic.
-400 E) that good writing and good rhythm and good design depend
on good character: We might just entertain this as a hypothesis. The
notion that tales which gloriEy bad men or art which stin unworthy
emotions may do moral damage is certainly familiar to us today,
nor an we unaware of th~ social role of children's stories. The point
about 'imitating doctors' calk' is a'so a shrewd one. The pseudo-
authority of the writer (for instance the novelist), may indeed
mislead the unwary. However. one is dismayed to lcam that me
cenSOr is fO remove one's favourite bits of Homer. and it may seem
odd that Plato is unwilling to admire a dever imitation even as
calt, unlike Homer who m2rvels at the verisimilitude of AchiUes's
shield at Iliad, xvn, 584. (Bosanquer again, in search of Greek
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